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URSD A Y SEPTEMBER 24, 1953

• Uni- silt FREIGHT REVENUE
Le RISING RAPIDLY
freight
UP —Air
Joej New York
le ap- cargo will be the chief source of
next 10
elle it4 flight eeVinue within the
Miller,
Is and years. according to Peed A
ation's president of 11•5. Airlines, 'a major
crated air freight carrier.
believe the air freight induspattern
of ac- try is faillowing the growth
e, al- of railroads," he said. '"They startmen ,ed . with passenger traffic as the
wonset1 priocipal source of revenee. Tomen
p-W.0 day. passenger traffic is a
This part of railroad businees."
at figAir freight now accounts for 20
-four per Vend of all airline business,
'and that. he said, will double in
five years. The air catgo industry.
neophite
ited at which emerged from its
blocking of stage during the 1948 Berlin
teem ed ade, flew 250.000,000 ton-miles of

Selected As Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper for 1947

We Are
Helping To
Build Murray
Each Day

United Press

Reds Lie When They Deny
Knowledge Of PV',, clark

and Ninth Streets
!phone 874

•

OCEAN SPRAY

CRANBERRY
SAUCE

24c
19t
Pound

27e
23c

ISSUE pkg.31c

ROTC Officer
Speaks To
Rotary Club

The Auetralian-born unofficial
Communist spokesman said there
were no more American prisoners
being held in North Korea.
"There might be some in Manchuria." he said
Burchett previously had ark-

19c

lb.

e>eeNte,
B3 WILLIAM MILLER
nowlee -Ire 4.
of the fliers
United Press Staff Correspondent in Corm. • dae74n Manchuria
PANMUNJOM. Korea Sept. 23 but he cha.
-wif
r-.° not wetilia- Gen. Mark W Clark told the prisoners ano
-gained
wi•
ernmuntsts today that they lied for by the U. S.
The Red newern,
ar pnalkfte ,denied knowledge of
i of
.
3,421 missing Allied the war prisoners h..
n re57
including 958 Ame-- turned to the Allies wk. the exsr •
ception of the 23 Americans, one
Briton and 335 South Koreans who
Clark dispatched a new note to
refused repatriation.
the
Reds, demanding in
the
The Communist-held prisoners
straightforward
language of a and
some 20 000 anti-Red Chinese
tough soldier the retuin of the
and North Koreans captured by
missing men or a satisfactary exthe Allies now are in the custody
planation of what happened to
of neutral Indian guards in the
them.
demilitarized zone.
The Americans refusing repatriaThe United Nations Far Eastern
commander called the Red "know• tion said in a long, propagandarnthing" reply to hui first demand laden statement Thursday they
would not return to the United
as "wholly unacceptable.'
States as long as the government
Communist spokesmen had adretains its present system.
mitted the Reds were holding
American officers, shocked by
American fliers charged with hethe impact of the Americans' statelog shot down over "neutral" Manment, refused to take the prisonchuria, but tried to dismiss the list
ers' answer 'as final.
of missing men produced by the
They said "explainers" would
UN. as "crudely ,manufactured
talk patiently with anyone desirpropaganda"
itig to voice sentiments with the
Clark's new note em-phasiaed the
hope that the men will change
list had been documented from
their minds.
prisoners.
bread letters written by
Some of the American officers
casts made by the missing men.
had letters from families rf the
names broadcast by the Reds and
men refusing to return home, and
eyewitness reports by captives rethey believed the tenderly written
"Opetation
turning to freedom In
words. might be the right medicine
Big Stwich"
te eounteract the affects of long
the
that
Clark made d clear
"brain-washing" by the CommuUnited Nationa insists upon the teto
have
alleged
turn of the fliers
been shot down over Manchuria,
the attack-proof "sanctuary"
Communist pilots
Communist
WItfrid Burchett.
correspondent for the Paris newspaper. L'Hurnanite. gave Allied
newsmen an unofficial reply to
the new note before the Red command began studying the None
sages.
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Cancer Stricken1
Mother Dies

Large,
2 for

29c A
31c
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30c
31c
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30c
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1

,S* 27c
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Tulsa. Okla. Sept. 25 4U4al—A
cancer-stricken young mother died
early today, happy in the fulfillment nf her dearest wish—the
birth it her baby.
Death came peacefully at 110
a. m to Mrs Colleen Alford. who
has been suffeting from an incurable cancer of the lymph glands
for more than three years. She
died at 'the home of her parents.
Mr. and Mee Denna Bacon, where
he had lived since leaving St
John's Hospital a few weeks ago.
With her was black-haired Cleah
Tonya Alford, not yet two months
old, who was delivered prematurely by caesarian section because of
el the mother's „condition.
"She thanked the Lord she was
einjegs.-hen. baby...weber
f -fifhrsha1l*9'r4410
Bacon. Hampsher. *guests of Bob Perry.
Mrs
hours." said
was the thing she had want- President D. L. Divelliss presided
ed mo
Before
e birth ••Nif the baby,
Mrs Alford xpresed a wish that
she might hay her baby in time
for her 20th bir • ay. She celebrated the birthday
0 days after
the five-pound girl w
delivered
Jakarta. Indonesia, Sept. 25 'UP)
two months prematurely.
—Reports received here today said
Indonesian troops were fm-red to
mow down hundreds of mt. woen and children of the fanatical
Darn' Islam sect who made a
frezaettempt to set up a sepThe Blood River Baptist Associalem state in north Sumarate
tion Youth Rally will meet with
atra.
the First Baptist Church :n MurArmy. spokesmen said the Mosray on Seterdny eyetone at 7:10
rebels, attacked troops with
lem
p.m.
dagg . screaming
and
swords
As Oda was the regular meetneed.
cries as they a
battle
ing date of the Rally the group
killed.
to hundr
addition
In
IA meeting with the First Baptist
ured
to have c
said
troops
were
during their revival Dr W Mar500 of the fanntienein
shall Craig iif Daheas. Tem:. will more than
breaking thedback of the uprising
be the espeaker
Government troops were reportA cordial invitation atiNtiartencled
ed today- to have uneasy control
to everyone.
bf the northern third of ;Sumatra,
but scattered arts of violence were
GIRANTRD
WASHINGTON an — Banks S. said to be continuing
Abdul Hakim, governor ef northRosa has, filed suit against a cab
ern Sumatra. said Daud Beureuh.
company for $115,009 damage.)
Ross said that when he woke tip former military governor of Atfrom a nap in a taxicab he had jeh who fought the sultans in 1946
hired he - opened the dap- and and the Dutch in 1948. was the
prime mover in the attempt to
stepped out—into thin air
The cal) had been hoisted tip on set tip an independent tellgintia
state.
•e - grease rack far repairs.

Youth Rally To
Be On Saturday

Itcyge

Reg. Size

Captain William Wallace cf the
college RO* unit was the guest
speaker yesterday at the Murray
Rotary Club. Captain Wallace %Ohs
in the European Theatre in World
War 11 and spent three years in
Japan
Most recently he spent one year
In the Korean conflict as an infantry officer
Captain Wallace told of the life
in Europe Japan and Korea, and
gave some comlikrisons nf the way
of life in these areas and in America.
He praised the Turks, Greeks,
and other nationalities for the valor in battle, and said that although
he had various nationalities in
his company. he had no trouble
at all because of race or creed.
He said that South Korea, would
In his opinion, remain Primarily
an agriculturzt area. becausee-ef
the necessity if using the land
for food for the inhabitants
W C Nash introduced Captain
Wallace to the Rotarians.
Visitors included Ed Muster/Tian
of Louisville. guest of Henry Holton, Wayne Williams and Robert
Hendon. guests of Ray Brownfield

Hundreds Killed
In Indonesia

Large
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OVERNOR'S TOUR TO BE HERE TODAY
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Low tonight 60 to 65 Little
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with a few showers in the
change in temperatufn Saturday.
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Bub Holt To
Start For .
MSC Saturday

Murray Training
Orchestra Plans
Pot-Luck Supper

MIG DESERTER INTERViEWED•

On. Friday evening, September
25, at 6:00 p. m. members of the
Murray Training School Orchestra
Governor Lawrence Wetherby
and their parents will meet irthe' and a group of 96 state officials,
city park for a Pot-Luck Supper press and radio representatives
and Get-Acquinted Party.
will be in Murray this evening at
In case of rain, the supper will 5:15. The large party is on the
be held in the Murray Training Twelfth Governor's Tour of the
School lunch room.
et
state.

Bub Holt, the Racer sophomore
quarterback from Trenton, Tennessee, will be Coach Fred Faurot's
choice to start the Murray StateTennessee Tech game at Cookeville Saturday night.
Holt's
sparkling
performance
against Louisville last week won
him the coveted honor. In addition to his own playing, his generalship was outstanding.
Johnny Bohna, fleet-footed senior from Brownsville, Pensylvania,
will also move into the starting
lineup at left half Saturday night.
His 18-yard average on six 'tiles,
one a 59-yard touchdown sprint,
proved him too valuable a man
to have out of the lineup.
Jack Cain, junior from Brownsville, Tennessee, who started at
left half aoinst Louisville, will
be shifted _to eight half against
Tech.
Harold Cannedy, junior from
Greenfield, Illinois. will start - at
•
fullback
In the line, from left end to
right end, it will be Ben Sydboten
Rodger Estes. Virgil
Hal, Bob
Cloar. Don Harvey, Ben Chamness
and Tommy Milton.
Even though the Racers lost to
Louisville 19-14. they left no doubt
that they will be in the running
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Faurot has expressed himself as
being more than pleased with the
performance of Hill, Rodger Estes,
ilohna. Holt. Sydboten and
Heathcott in their first go this
year.
Others whose performances wele
satisfactory are Cloar, Harvey,
Cannedy. Billy
Evans, Calvin
Walls, Bobby Joe Mason. Ray Lafser and freshmen Don Heine and
Lee Estes.
Tennesee Tech, OVC champions
last season, will enter Saturday
night's game winner over Florence (Ala.) State 14-7 in its opener.
Last year Tech beat Murray 14-13.
Since the series started in 1930,
Murray has won II to five for
Tech. One game was a tie, Tech's
win last year was the first for the
Tennesseans since the series was
resumed after World War II.

Dr. W.G.Nash Is Master ,
Of Ceremonies At Visit Here

Dean W. G. Na4 of Murray
State College will preside at the
thirty minute ceremony that will
be held on the court square. The
Murray State College band AN ill
Eighty membeis of the Muray be on hand for the event.
State College marching band were
announced this week following selection by Band Director Richard
Farrell.
Members of the band. listed under their home towns, are:
KENTUCKY:
Louisville, Sept. 25 illP)—The
Murray: Robert Tuley, Nancy
president of the American Farm
Wear, Roman Borodevyc.
some 1,Paducah: Frances Fox. Charles Bureau Federation told
that they
Manchester, Charles James, Law- 400 doctors last night
dismiss high costs of
repee Royster, Jackie
B_osweJl, could not
excuse,
and majorettes, Gloria- Stice Mc- medical care with the
Lemore. Mary Ann Stice. and "There's insurance.''

College Band
Members Named

Doctors Told They
Cannot Dismiss
High Medical Costs

THE COMMUNIST PILOT who new his MIG-15 to freedom In South
Korea tells a news conference (above) in Seoul that the Reds have
been pouring new-type jet bombers into North Korea since the
armistice was signed in preparation for renewal of the war. He said
he made Ma dramatic escape because he "hates Communism" and
declared he did not know of the ;100,000 reward offered for the
(Internattonal Radiophofo),,
feat until he was told nets.

Fall Meeting Of
Singing Convention
To Be Held Sunday

A)lans Complete
For Blood Program

Mrs. W. J. Gibson, chairman of
the couritya chapter blood progaam,
met with Dr. Ralph H. Woods ard
The regular fall meeting of the Lt Col.
W J. Hackett at the celCalloway County singing conven- lege Wednesday.
tion will be held Sunday aftesDefinite plans were made for the
noon. September 27 at the Lynn
blood program to be hell at the
Grove High School Auditorium.
Murray State College in the girls
James Edwards and Joe Pet gymnasium of the Carr Health
James, officers of the eonvention, Building. The date is October 9
are expecting a large crowd and frorn 10 am.to 4 p.m.
cordially invite all singers and
The local Red Cross chapter
listeners to attend and enjoy a full
greatly
appreciates the
whole
afternoon of gospel singing.
hearted cooperation that th, colThe program is scheduled to be- lege is giving in' this wonderful
gin at 1 15
program

Jackie Lotgren.
Mayfield: Lynn Looper, Shirley
Wiman, Bill Luther.
Hopkinsville:
Ronald
Sholar
William Warder.
Benton: Gwilla Kupchynsky, Duane Dappert.
Hazel: Zana Moore.
Cadiz: Anna Feltner
- -

Marciano Holds
Heavyweight Title
NEW YORK Sept ZS
wound up taking a fearful beating, but challenger Rated LaStanza was' winning Thursday night's
bout against Rocky Mercian., at
the end of six rounds, according
to the officials votes
(Complete story on sports page.
Referee Ruby Goldstein had the
fight even at that point. but Judge
Harold Barnes had LaStaria lead-'
ing, five rounds to one, and Judge
Arthur Susskind had Roland ahead, four rounds to two.

For his crossbred herd of Yorkshires and Durocs. H. R. Shupe
of Graves county converted a con
Crete chicken house into a hog

Mrs.Ernest Jones Finds Life In Kabul. Afghanistan
Quite Different From Life In T he United States

Allan B. Kline, who also heads
the International Federation of
Agriculture Producers, told stale
physicians if they dismiss high
costs of medical care with the excuse of insurance, "that will get
the insurance so high no one will
be able to buy it."
Kline spoke to members of the
Kentucky State Medical Asociation
He said, -*There's a rumor around"
that doctors want to keep the
supply of physicians short and
said there was a definite shortage
of them in rural areas.
Me added that modern medical
facilities -don't do any good if you
can't get to thenea
Dr. J. Duty' Hancock. Louisville
surgeon. lias installed as KSMA
president' , be retiring preside/it
Guthrie Y. Graves. Bowling Green
at last 'night's closing session;
The widow of the late Dr. R.
Haynes Barr, Owensboro, received
the KSMA's distinguished service
medical which was posthumously
awarded her husband.
Underwood, state
Dr. Bruce
health commissioner, conferred the
group's annual award for outstanding general practitioner of the
year on Dr J. E. Greenwell, New
Haven.
Greenwell. 79, is mayor of New
Haven. has 12 children, and has
delivered 4,200 babies during hfs
53 years of ptactice.

New Yorkers • Drill

For Atomic Attack

Several local people will be
presented to the Governor and his
The party will journey to
field following the ceremony here,
then go to the Kenlake Hotel for
the night.
The tour has carried the large
party through several West Kentucky cities during the past fqw
days, and is designed to acquaint
party with the welcoming address
by Dr. Nash, Jack Frost, executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce will extend a welcome on behalf of the chamber.
oil

Ick

ernor

Lasuresice

Wetherby

Kentuckians with Kentucky.'
Included in the party are gewey
Daniels of Hazard, presidnt of
the Kentucky Chamber-- of Coatmerce; Mrs. Pearl Runyon, state
treasurer; Mrs Lucy Smith, director of state parks; Henry Ward.
Conservation Commissioner; and
Mack Sisk. state publicity director.
The party will tour the atomic
plant at Paducah today, then go to
Wickliffe, Bardwell. Columbus-Belmont State Park, Clinton, Hickman. Fulton. then Murray:
Following the Murray visit ttyr
party will continue to Mayfield
and Kentucky Lake State Park.
Local citizens are in aed to be
present at the ceremony to be
held this evening at 5:15 p.m.

Hazel Plans
Homecoming
Sunday

New York, Sep. 25 UP)—New
The teazel Baptist Church will
By JO BURREEN
reach the age of four years. The for her homid He made the piece native tailor used a small hand Yorkers took cover today in a test observe their annual
homecormag
What we here in America have girls are, however now being al- of furniture:' but when she went machine instead of the electrit of how civil defense would try trk--on Sunday September 27, it
was
to be thankful for had never so lowed to attetad schools whereas to open the drawers there were sewing machine belonging to Mrs. combat the grisly horror of "H- announced today by M. M.
Hampvividly entered our mind until af- before only the boys could attend. nontennly the knobs as the man Jones. One of her "biggest let- day.ton, pastor of the church.
ter we had a most pleat-an: and
Mrs. Jones says the Aghanistan had • seen in the picture. They downs" she said was 'the morning
The city stood still for 15 minAn excellent program ha.: been
Interesting visit with Mrs Richard people tow, willing and eager to heat their homes and cook with she awoke to find that the ser- sites, Traffic froze Millions took arranged, he seid, and the
public
Ernest Jones who lives in Kaput. learn and ‘"that with our heln, a wood stove that first has an vants had scrubbed her silver with shelter as the 604 sirens aounded is invited to attend.
Afghanistan, a country bordering they will continue to progress and open oven. The couple had a num- steel wool instead of using the the grim warble signaling the red
At the morning service at 1055
Southern Russia in West Asia. She grow as a country which America ber of pieces of furniture snipped silver polish The entire service alert. It was a practice drill by a tn. Bro.‘A. M. Hawley will speak.
has been with her husband there will be glad to have as a lastine to them from the states which will now have to be rebuffed; sac 8.500.000 residents and visitors for At 11:25 a.m. Dr. W. C.
Taylor_
IT11111,-tast- Noii,M-ber-iff+-4ntstsaint.- frientildirff"4114e''firittliftr
'ri tie iterrestert'
- • 'de; day orherirsineiV .eninny air wilrIntslieter
a major in the U.S. Air Force, is dominatly run by the church, even Karachi. and then by truck to
The lovely young lady said that attack might hit them.
Dinner on the around will he
a pent and is the assistant air thouglc it is - a monarehy, and she Kabul. To go by truck ter jeep one of her worst worries after her
New York's third ib'publ!c, par- held for all present at 12:00 o'clock
attache at the American Embassy said they would as a country tend from this seaport to Kabul, it takes arrival was the fear of one ,of ticipation- air raid test iii three Dr 0. W. Taylor o Nashville will
in the Asian ' country. They were to favor a democracy as it re- six days and nights of continuotfs'them becoming very ill. Only the years came just 24 hours after speak at 2;00 p.m. followed by Dr.
married in Houston. Texas, in July cognises religion.
driving.
native doctors are there; but Mrs President Eisenhower had called L. V. Henson of Benton at 240.
1952.
However the 'Americans there
The sanitation facilities iof the Jones started a study towari a de- his top defense advisors into the
Dr. H. F. Paschall whp has just
Major Jones is the son of Mr. are not allowed to have church country are very had, irrigation gree in pharmacy from the Uni- White HOUSe to discuss how the returned from a visit to :he Hole
and Mrs. Commodore Jones of services and there are no _znission- ditches are dug throughout the versity of Texas follow:111 World
nation might build up a defense Land will give a massage 4tt 3:90
Murray and has been in Kabul aries in the country. The only town and these arg used for bath- War It. and she is' able to keep
against the possibility of a Soviet o'clock,
since last August. Mrs. Jones left religion is Mohammedanism v.lnich ing, washing and .cooking. The some drugs there and give various
T44 -11112/11- stervice will 'oegin
H-bomb attack.
for the country later in the year; has the predominant power in the Embassy homes have indoor. plum-' shots The nearest medical care
The drill was the climax tf the at 7:30 and Dr W. C. Taylor of
but has been .Visiting her relative; affairs 'of the country.
hint/. but before using the waner that could he obtained would eae country's biggest civil defe e ex- Louisville will bring the message.
In Houston, Texas, for the pact
vie Jones' home, as well as the it must be boiled for 45 minute! at Karachi in Pakisan. but she ercise—a three-day affair in `which
All farmer members of the
t
left
three weeks She
Friday for test of the homes in that natinttry. and then treated. There are some says the hospitals in Switzerland
Hazel Baptist Church are 1114am
civil defense and other ernergencas
a
five
New York City after
days are made of mud with large un- fresh fruits and ' veeetables, hut and Germany would be the ones
to attend this speciel service Suitunits presented paper "solutions"
visit with her parents-inlae) here armed tree trunks ;AS euppart: they too have to be snaked in a, they wined try to make, if a perday . A program of singing has
to the theoretical falling of New
and will fly from New York to The floors and roofs are also mue "pedal solution before being tined. son were violently ill.
been arranged especially for. the
York
of
two
atom
bombe.
•
Partiwill
Pakiatan,
where
ah-s
Karpchi.
and many times the rain will nom Canned goods are out of the Mies-,
Major Jones and his copilot are
occasion
defense
units
of
cipating
were
by
her
husband
in
an
air
be met
Into the houges There ara ho Don .she Fays as the only means the only persons who can fly the
nine counties outside the city—the
force plane.
screens, only the fences built A- of transporting them is by camel Mane which has to be kept at a
in an interview by this reporter round the homes. Mrs. Jones said from the nearest sea towns.
field that ha e only a mud rinway. "support area': which would supwith Mrs Jones. she said in the she awoke one morning to find
Even though there are .7ows During a rainy season or a ann'w. ply food and medical and other
eight months she had been in Ka- two donkeys ita her reception hall there, the milk and butter cannot it is impossible for the plane' to help.
The two atom bombaf-one hit-.
never
seen , a which had' wandered in after be used as the cows are infected take off In the field,
bul she had
woman The women are not ell someone had left the front irate with tuberculosis. Mutton is the
The only paving in the entire ting in congested lower Manhattan,
A Lions Club tall meatine has
lowed in nublic and when you go open.
main dish, hut their elatieatering country is 3041 feet in front of the the other at the Queens City line- been
set for 200 pm Suncley at
to an Afghanistan's home. the wife
Mrs. Jnytea said their inure was methods are very prior se they King's palece Only cars wen the theoretically would tumble skythe Murrey High School. All memIs never seen Each man in :the better' built than many of them. do ineotble
e letters. CD on them, which are scrapers, demolish tenement ndisAm ee
ridrn their sheep as
bers
of the Lions Oub see urged
country is allowed to have four She told of one counle who, dur- do
very few. are allowed to drive nn tricta, shatter hi idges, start firestorms that would rage out' of con- to be present• for this meeting A
wives at are time If after a ing heavy rains, had to sleen
Mrs. Jones eavs she is kept bus.y thid naving
full
cast rehearsal. band -chorus
couple has been married one year, with a tarpaulin and umbrellas by supervising her servants. They
Afghanistan is a very vital coun- trol for 'hours and cause the foland speciality numbers ar± planand the wife has not born a child, over them In order to keep dry
lowing
casualties.
modern
te
the
methtry
:in
that
the
three
passes
are not used
in this
ned at the meeting Sunday.
the man may sell his wife Tn the
Dead, 1.104,814: injured, 388,393;
Their greatest. problem in get- ods of keening house She says country are the only outlets that
Moslem relirtion they believe that tine settled in Kabul was in furn- that even though she has an elec.. Russia has by land in reaching homeless, 1.690.700.
The Parent-Teacher Association
the woman does not have Its soul - ishing 'their house. There are no tric washing machine. the native Pakistan, Iran. India and through
But that devastation was only of the high school plane a chill
only the men.
closets in the houses. On her ar- servants still want to take -the to the era coast The town of Ke- figured for the atom •tomb. It supper which will begin at 8:00
In sneaking of the children She rival there rhe secured e nicture clothes driven to the river' lied btil it only 20 minutes (Vin.t time avould he magnified in a hellish p.m in the lunch room. The supsaid that the girls are not' allowed of a chest of drawers which she wash them on the stones in mak- from RUM ac and 36 hours flying fashion by the enormous power of per will he held before 'he minsto be seen in public after they asked one of the natives to make ing her drapes for her home, the
Centlkived on page 3
trel which will begin at 8:00.
the hydrogen bomb.

Lions To Have
Call Meeting
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Switch Of St. Louis Browns To
Another City Expected Very Soon

THE LEDGER & TIMES
ruistAssia. BY LEDGER • TIMES PUBLISHING c-satraitir, aiss.

PON_

oneolidatien of the Murray lodger. The Cahoway Times. and The I
Times-Herald 'October 21.1. 191ta, and the West ..entuckian, Jammer/
.1. 11.42.
JAMES C

WILLIAMS. PUBLISH=

U. reserve the right to meet any Advertuung. Letters to the Editor,
sir Public Voice Items whieb La our opinion are not tor the best Interest
our readers

By ('ARI. LUNDQUIST
United Press Sparta Writer
New York. Sept 25 UPk-Baseball Commissioner Ford Frick said
today he expected the American
League to make a definite announcement next Sunday about whet*
they intend to switch the St. Louis
Browns trancluse next year.

can be put into shape to. house
a big league ball club, the plant
there may get the big plum. Clark
Griffiths of Washington who oragainst Baltiiginally protested
more, said tea week he would riot
vote against it.
Arthur Ehlers, general manager
of the Athletics, said persoeally he
thought Toronto would be a more
logical site.
If Baltimore wire
chosen there would be an overlap
of radio and television broadcasting and both the Athletics and
Senators officials in the past have
said they thought such a concentration of franchises in O limited
area would hurt attendance.

This Weekend Is Important
In High School Football
By RICHARD COLEMAN
United Prefa, sports Writer
Louisville, lUri....Two 1a East-ji school
emit Kentucky's finest hie
teams collide in an out-ef-conference duel. and four teams fight
for leadership of the Nprthere and
Central K.ernucky Conferences this
football weekeed.
It's the fine really important
weekend of the young prep sesson with big games in every section.
Action starts off with a bang, tonight. Only two eames ere booked but both are important.
The Whitesbure Yellew Jaskele
and the amazing Cuinbeiland Redskins play on the Benham High
ile
in the Eastern
heldoin a ton betv
e coefeaeuce
Kentucky lelsein •
leader and the runaway leaRei . of
the -CuTribe
-Tar nif
respectively.
The game was moved to Benham
and moved up a day, because Cumberland's new etadium stiU is not
ready.
The other conteet tonight is the
only important one in tho Southeastern Corpereace„. pineville. a
39-6 victor over Corbin last week.
Plays hest to a Knox Central team
that suipriseel Brarbourville. 19-12
last time out.

tam n games. Belfry sat Wayland.:
Jeokins at Fleming and Elkhorn
.
City at' Prestonsburg.
Conference,
Western
In the big
Owensboio Senior tries to atop
powerful Madisonville, at Owensbone Murray travels t• Mayfield;
visits
Catholic
and Owensboro
Bowling Green.
Three Souln Central Cenfereitee
Bardshaft Tort Knox
e
t"wri. Springfield at Elizabethtown
and, St. Joseph's at St. Charles.
Elsewhere Dimon-ow, Williamson. W. Va., is at Pikeville. blew
Albany. Ind., visits St. Xavier at
Louisville, Male meets Louisville
good Frankfort
Atheituo; and
team piens Irvine.. at Irvine.
Intersectional highlights are La.'
fayette at Highlands; Memphis
Tech at Tilghman. Saturday; and
Son•.erset at Newport. Defending
champion. Lynch. still unbeaten
but overshadowed by Cumberland
in the Cumberland Valley loop,
goes out 'if conference to play
Hazard at Hazard.

"Of course, it is strictly ah American League proposition and I
won't even attend the meeting,"
Flick said. "Bat I understand they
will have
announceable decision
•
at the coriclusion of the meeting.
Just what it will be I c ouldn't
IIIMared at Me Poet Office, Murray, K
- eiiiucky, for transmtsaion as
have any way of kneeing. But I
Secesod Claes Manes'
the thank were in for some interestBy JACK Ct'DDI
Rocky -gave Thursday law
Developments on the Pacific
tatted Press Sports Writer
New Yorker who had given the) me news."
Coast this week, which revealed
ilEiRCKIPTION RATE'S: By carrierin Murray. per waft lbc,
c New York. UP , Reek) Marcia- champion the closest fight
of his
4111049 Ilbc In Calloway and adjoining counties. per /tan PIM: *Mee no, the awkward
American Leaxue club owners that the Pacific Coast League was
but aweson.e eereer back on March 24, 1950. By
gimp% OM.
heavyweight ebatepion whose ex- the scanty margin of three points. officially beer kept mum on where near bankruptcy, again put Los
sew a.gi
Angeles and San Francisco into
elosive fists pulverized Roland La- Rocky won a disputed split 16- they Bleak the
distressed, lastFRIDAY, SEi'TEMBh;R 25, 19.53
Starza Thursday night. began look- reund decision over Roland that place Browns will go but informal- the forefront as big league siteshaps even by next season
env .14w- another-akalleagor -today.There still remained a strong p(;s-He improved
The unbeaten "block 'boater
5.000 per cent and cons od Biltimore. Tear.0fieo
What
/rem Bo-elites,. Mass. battered cx- since then," declared Roland, af- Montreal, Kansas pity. San Fran- sibility that the National League,
which amended its coustilithlon to
collegian
LaStarza
into - such ter the' besting which opsned cuts ciFro and Lou Angeles as sites.
federal
that
apparent
more
permit a 10 team circuit,. would
is becoming more and
bloody helpfulness before, 44.MC at on his right eye ltd, the bridge of
The Athletics and Senators pre- -attempt another soup like the fine
aid to 'farmers who have lost their crops .because of the the Polo Grounds that Referee his nose, beneath his left eye, his
immediate , Huhu Goldstein stopped the bout right 'ear, and floored him for a fer Toronto as a site and. if it it out over last spring in grabdrouth will not go far enough; Also that
bing the fabuloto
Milwaukee
at 1:31 of the 11th round.
count of eight in the 11th round.
solution of a-finance crisis is needed immediately.
franchise.
'
•
That technicaleknockout victory
"Yes he's 5.000 per cent better."
Tennessee
West
for
drouth
\TRICKY DAY
of
year
'Ms is the second
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c Principal objection to the coast
was the bull-shouldeied champion's repeated the former student at
Duluth, Minn. illPi-Wednesdot
aild West Kentucky. Therefore aid te farmers must be
has
been
the
heavy
transportation
445th consecutive professienal to- City College of New York. who
is "Turkey Day" ,it
cost. However, if two teams were
irifferent from the plan tor first year drouth sufferers. .
uniph. and his qaest for another suffered the first knockout in his
"turkey capitol of th
Nashville,
and
Tenn.,
Tennessee
Channel
4
out
there
throdghout
this
West
would
be
`minimaa Thousands of farmers
restreted to career of 51 professional bouts,
appeared
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However, the
(Subject to change)
ed since each visiting team would
and his fourth defeat.
'est Kentucky have equipment -notes that are always a Vur posseltele opponents.
celebration's dinner menu a. a' tab
TIME
raoGaAin
remain a week on each trip to
"He hits harder," explained 26The two big conference games pancakes, officials announced.
According to Manager Al Weill.
ar past due. Last fall arrangements were made to explay both teams.
ome off tomorrow night. 'Die'
I
1953
rid the notes until this fall because of the damage to Rocky's third defense of the crown year-old Roland. 'He hits more Saturday. September *
There even was a last ditcn move game that Dedbabiy will decide the
often. He has faster combknations. 10.06 Big Top
Februprobably
to
next.
be
made
T-ops last year.
by St. Louis business men to keep Central Kentucky cham.rionship
ary-will be Against ex-cbampion And he's hardest to hit himself." 11 00 Cowboy G-Men
the Browns there,'although it ap- Versailles at Georgetown, matches
Despite his improvement, how- 11. 15 Chicago at Philadelpnia
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2
:30
To
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peared to be doomed to failure.
Ricky missed Many punches.
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City at. Prestonsburg.
In the big Weetein Conference,
Owensboro Senior tries to stop
powerful Madisonville, at Owensbone Murray travels I. Mayfield;
visits
Catholic
and Owensboro
Dowling Green.
Three Soutn Central Cenfereace.
imee, have Tort Knox at Bardstown. Springfield at Elizabethtown
and, St. Joseph's at St. Charles.
Elsewhere tomorrow, Williamson, W. Va.. is at Pikeville. tew
Albany. Ind., visits St. Xavier at
Louisville. Male meets Louisville
Athettua: and a good Frankfort
team plans Irvine, at Irvine.
Intersectional highlights are La-'
fayette at Highlands; Memphis
Teen at Tilghman. Saturday; and
Somerset at Newport. Defending
champion. Lynch, still unbeaten
but overshadowed by Cumberland
in the Cumberland Valley loop,
goes out of aonference to play
Hazard at Hazard.
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111. The Reimbursement.
Paul's letter reveals a tenderness
\
toward the offender and at the
g
same time a full consciousness of
Campbo
his guilt and the real need of resPolice ha
PAUE FIYI4
titution. Through the transformClement les
ing power of Christ, Onesimus had
gerous dri
sa!ENTIFICATION NEF.IDED
been changed from an unprofitable
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
slave into a most profitable serfind out whether the man can af- hard it liTURA. Calif t?—Raymond
United Press Staff Correspondent ford what he
vant. Even though he had been
Dz. FL C. Clan
and his lady want. license pla had a special "identifiers-ard today stating he is not
very unprofitable to Philemon, he
"The rule of thumb," Wilson
Memphis, Tenn.,(UP)—It's betn somt people may think
had been genuinely saved and,
said, "was and skill is that the
ter than television to watch a man
price of a house should nut be
niaster, Philemon, to confess his therefore, was able to prove himA SLAVE BECOMES A
and his missus inspect :the new
s s_
sheriff's office decided to
snore than two or 2 1-2 times the
sin and to be not merely a slave, self profitable to his master as a
BROTHER
homes like they're doing here and
axeV.
Christian servant and a brother in
e card after a postal clerk
owner's
annual
income.
And
be
but
•
"a brother beloved." One is
Philemon 18-21
elsewhere
around
the
country
durtr •
Thurscrris staring at a "wantedChrist. As far as possible he was
more than a week's takeehome."
his brief and beautiful letter persuaded to believe that OnesiNational
ing
Home
Week.
willing to make restitution. He is
"Red Skied reported to police he
!Mitten by Paul to his very mus would not have done what
The first thing mama does is
There are a lot of interesting
in p a murder suspect "looka splendid illustration of the fact
Mind, whose name it bears, he did had Philemon given him that wherie people laecome
head for the kitchen. She does a features to the new homes in
w ith Rici.s own picture in the post
genuine
e the Apostle was in a Roman the gospel of Christ like Paul did.
double-take over the sink and Memphis. which run from $7.600
Christians they are trustworthy and
Constar
Onesimus' gratitude to Paul and
Ilfkul's confidence in Philebeams if she likes it and gives to over $39,000.
useful.
Jeff,
WWI glitie of the most beautiful his loving service for him caused
the owner some back talk if she
In one house they had a reFilled with and controlled by
him to be very dein to the Apostle
-Wrong Impresnion
doesn't. She pokes her nose into movable floor. It is made kitchen
eteristics of this letter.
the Holy Spirit, Paul expressed his
Paul, remembering full v.-ell that
Satal
e Recommendation.
the oven of the stove. She gets wise, at least, of stuff called vinyl
willingness to assume all responDOUBUSE. N.Y..(U
P,— The
out her tape measure to see if plastic. A hammer is provided
.•
.rs opening statements indi- the slave's master could legally in- sibility for any indebtedness which
Gradedf
to rernove 18 small
it's big enough for the Thanks- with the house so that yeu can
his deep appreciation of flict on him the most extreme Onesimus may have incurred. He
Zane
'
starring
rm citybutless
afteirn
giving gobbler. She wall-thumps. whack it and pick-up a section of
nett's hospitality, love. fel- punishment, that of deatg by cru- cheerfully took upon himself the
had
Then she goes into the bathroom the flooj. There is a suction in
la and faith. All that we cifixion. should he be so inclined, task of reimbursing Philemon
for
Ing remarked: " This
She turns on the shower. She the hammer.
about him is what Paul re- wrote this letter to Philemon and any loss which he had suffered
SECRETARY OF STATE John roster Dulles and Krishna Benoit, India's
"Tarzan's ad me confused: I
messes up the linen sopping up
in this letter. It is reason- sent it to him by the hand of One- on account of the fraud which
United Nations delegate, talk things over in the U.N. headquarters
"That,"
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said
the
builder,
"is for
in
starring 'was a church
the mess. She looks over the people
assume that he was a na- simus,
New York shortly after members of the Indian delegation made
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powder table.
d an *habitant of Colosse
Then she says ing or a house and
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pronaised to reimburse Philemon
want
parley.
to take
-ygia. oridentty he became Paul approached the matter which in full for whatever indebtedness
"Looka here, dad.'
The United States, meanwhile, ham again rebuffed the latest
their
floor
with
Comthem when they
-Dan under the ministry of occasioned this letter very tact- Onesimus could not repay. "If he
munist bids to expand the forthcoming conference.
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(International)
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constant source of joy arid not say bluntly, at first, what it
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promised
to disstarring
Livingston county has prospects
hard time finding 'em, because in
to the Apostle lie wee in was. He asserted his right to en— charge all of the indebtedness of
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the year of 1953, they're mostly for a good corn crop; wheat yields
a nd Virgir
rsces at least. and perhaps join or to command, but declined Onesimus, he said, in substance,
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hidden. He's looking around the were extra large.
1 wealth, because hip to exercise that prerogative. In- credit me with what you think of time from Mrs Jones' home town
Oakland, Calif. iUP)—A potenbasement wondering where would
s large enough to provide stead, he preferred to follow the him, or reckon to me his demerit, of Houston, Texas. On her return tial bridegroom
protested today be a good place for
a work bench,
,rn for the holding of the Christian principle of beseeching and look upon him as you look trip this will have made her sec- against the high cost of matriand to heck with the automatic
Tykes. True Christians on the ground of grace. Love al- upon me, or reckon to him my ond trip around the world.
mony and suffered the wrath of washer
that washes. rinses and
joy to open their homes ways shrinks from commanding. merit. The piecing of the debt of
Her trip to Kabul was made Sri outraged woman.
dries. Mama could put that someroclamation of the gosBeing a Christian
gentleman, Oneslmus to the account of Paul across the Pacific Ocean while
A patrolman posted at the door
place else.
sist. It is possible that Onesimus, whose ministrations to and the merit of Paul to the ac- her trip home and back tkes tiinc of traffic court jokingly informed
The owner is looking at the
st set-vies which Phile- Paul absolutely refused to keep count of Onesimus is a beautiful will be across the Atlantic Ocean the unidentified young man that
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good place to do your launTed to the cause of him were exceedingly valuable, picture of the New Testament doc- to London. England, Frankfurt, the judge would perform the cere--,,
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siliec
ways a good salesman can handle
e through the• proper without the knowledge and con- trine of imputation. It is a per- Germany. Karachi. Pakistan and mony for "about sevently dollars
a woman. The head of the fammaterial blessings. It sent of Philemon. With Qleasure fect illustration of the substitu- then to Kabul. She says there is to you."
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the
from
distance
personal
Highway
to Kabul by either
attendant, but under no hath laid on Him the iniquity of
lemon, and that ArchDepartml:
the Pacific or Atlantic Oceae. For isn't worth it!" The man blurted If he is satisfied with his part of
circumstances Would he do so with- us all."
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dr- amalgam
bridegroom
with her drink stand for company and fam'1. this letter is ced of the salvation, sincerity, in- to be considerate of Onesizmis and from 18 to 21 days. To illustrate would-be
ily use and 3 spot for his new
earn, F:2
6
1iseuns language tegrity and dependability of Ones- to forgive him heartily, he very the length of time it takes a pack- handbag and stalked away.
ft. tO 6:"
Five and one-half days a week
squirrel saw, the builder knows
souk ce
that Onesirnus imus, Paul persuaded him to go tactfully reminded him of his own age to reach Kabul, Mrs Jones
he has a sale—maybe.
said
last
September.
before she
Do your own washing or we will do it for :an
itertemded maw of his mas- back to Philemon and to the lot indebtedness to Paul. He made no
"Hove...Goo/A a Business Partner
Kemmons Wilson, whn built
lel' -•
reference to a financial debt, but left the States, she sent two small Are You"? was
and then ran away. from which he had fled.
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Grayamong
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package;
things
by
100
regular
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mail
last
and
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ement for having
an
These verses contain the earn- rather an obligation beyond the
es county homemakers on a radio year . in this city of
received
ttoh
them
July
6
of
this
year.
beautiful
ag from his master, est request of Paul that Onesimus possibility of meeting and disprogram, following project lessons homes, gave me the low
gring your washing where it is appreciatid
For
recreation
Oncthere
is
a
very
down.
d
to the great city of be received back into full standing charging, as it had been through
in their clubs.
nice diplomatic colony and the
First off, he said, you have to
Ru.rn'.
the confines- of in Phil-erases:* household, arid, also, the personal ministry nt-?aail that
lap
itiotips
have
parties
in
their
home.;
which la
i that he would be as a brother in Christ. His plea the slave owner had come to know
se ta 10:30
and then are invited to the native
”
her.
eh of anyone who was tender and heroic, as well as the Saviour.
homes
of
the
government
efficiala.
knee
to Divine Provid- majestic and appealing. His reThere are not any restaurants or
ence'
ae slave, who was quest indicated the fact that it was
hotels there and only a few picYOU MAY EAT LIKE BIRD
constant fear and not only eminently desirable that
haunted
ture shows that are sent in by the
BUT NOT UKE WREN
dread r'
ion and
arrest. Philemon should receive back OnAmerican government.
came 3t
Into the presence esimus, but. as a Christian, he was
The couple made a trip to EuKent. 0. (UP)—People
who
r't Paul.
• him Into a sav- under obligation to do so. Had
boast they "eat like a bird- can't rope in January and February of
ing Imre,
' Christ Mad then he declined to do so, he would
be familiar with the dining habits this year and returned with two
sent torn
his Christian have been chargeable with a flagof the tiny but hungry wren. A cases of Coca-Colas As there is
_
100-course meal is just a snack such a clamoring for glass bottles
and tin cans in the bazaar steeds
for this flying glutton.
Yet it's a good thing for man- there. they sold the empty bottles
kind that wrens are tremendous for more than they paid for the
eaters, according to Martin L. Da- drinks.
She says the country is a bearivey, Jr. The birds feed on aphids
tiful place, being surrounded by
butterflies, worms and other inmountains, and in order to appreosects harmful to trees. One day's
rate it one should take trips into
operation may see a sing& wren
the countryside quite often She
pick up as many as 1.700 morsels
says she has learned to adapt herof food.
self more to it everyday and that
it has been a wonderfail experience for her tohhave lived in the
NEW PRODUCTS
Near Fast country. When they
If you pass a window display were sent to the country *he
and hear a steady tapping, you'll American government toll them
probably look around.
to establish their homes to lank
That's just the reaction desired like an American home in its
for the small, all-metal unit which furnishings and for the Americans
sits next to the window pane and themselves to dress and act like
Americans. In this way rho says
taps away.
This attention-getter for display we can show the people our way
use includes a brass tip on the of life and educate them by our
end of a stout copper wire that is very actions while residing in the
alternately lifted and dropped by Asian country.
Mrs Jones who is a araduate of
arnnk action. A tiny motor drivthe University rif Texas says that
es the crank.
The tapper may be converted in- she can appreciate America all
to animated display. It can be the rnore for its way of life and
DR. MAIER S. KOROW( Oa), first alternate
to the Pollsb United
transformed into a gird which taps she and her husband are looking
Nations delegation, te..se thematic story of bow he eluded
armed
the window with a beak, provid- forward to their two years' stay
guards and slipped frotts Sew York hotel room ID the early morning visual as well as sound attrac- In Kabul coming to an end next
ing hours. The formai:queer et Krakow University
la seeking
an return
tion. (Gale Dorothea Mechanisms). August, when they
political asylum In the zted ilt•tee He said that for years be has
again to .the United States of
waited for a chance to wipe Soviet enslavement fShowo with hire
A demonstration has been plan- America to live.
are Joseph C Grim (Eant.rman of the National Committee for
ned in Jessamine county to show
Stadia Tree Europe, an
Korbonald. a Polish underground
the use of nitrogen, potash and
loader. His story was brosmd le PoLuid.
HAD THE RING
(International)
lime in rerovating pastures,
DENVER ala—Newstand operator
Windred E Bowles told police
that a woman who admired his
$600 ring asked to try it on and
when he asked for it back she
The "sizzle of I steak" : the
denied having IC.
‘"frosting on a cake."
Beatrice
While .detectives were investigatWest, profv• na)
color consultant. applies
ing. the woman, Margaret Mao..
7..114.10.
...jejrna_to_ltie-socent C44101 use,
Mkte---mas -admitted. Ars-ra-lionsetst
interior decoration of a I -IL
with what was believed to be ac'She says that an accent co. -••••
rite appendicitis
• tor example, brightly color s
SWC11An X-ray showed she
leis or a window box — giv, a
lift to what might otherwise •
lowed the ring
an uninteresting color scheme
Writing in American Roo
Your present car is worth more—right now!—in
magazine, Miss West cattle
:against choosing an accent col,
on this big new dependable Dodge.
trade
'first and then styling the rest t
the exterior around it iSelectio.
And Dodge offers you the widest choice of
of an accent color shot/Ed follou
drives—at lowest cost of any car!
automatic
selection_of roofing and siding ore••--Friday and Saturday
colors,. she advises.
Now is the time to become the owner of the great
"Good color-styling begins from the roof down," the color coasult.
Action Car that topped all 8's in the,lamous
aea
Sot explains. "I always recom•
Mobilgas Economy Run, set new official AAA peramend asphalt shingles because of
:root door and window box are good 'spots for accent color,
rthe wide variety of blended a
records over the "Measured Mile," won
formance
own here In the popular split-level house. Color consultant
colors in which they are made
Wiletiee West says an effective color scheme for this house would
'if the asphalt roof is a pastel
victory in important, stock car races.
victory
after
V-EIGHT OR SIX
tgreen and the sidewalls are Eight le dirk siate•blend asphalt shingle roof, Light blue sidewalls And
It's the car of the year—it's the buy of the year.
,grecre a light yellow door may "I," daffodil yell" "cent it.
Wive enough calntrast.
Come in and find out today.
"Oh the other hand, if the roof if I'M arc small children in the should never be used for accent
color Match the color of the sal.
;Ind sidcwalls are a dark green, hot.e.
Sunday and Monday
S•atters — Shutters are ideal in or use a tone of the siding
tthe door will need a brighter yelT••• I. •••••••iim. Th•etr• F.ie7 Weak o. CIS TV. See TV Pero for ?Imo •43rets.
low—or perhaps. a coral color— placs to use accent color in con- color.
:to give a house the colorful wel- trastlt sidewalls. For a tall, boxy
Cables—On a small house, paint
Cornet sea us for a wonderful selection of dependable usod cars.
housi
las West's idea is to paint gable ends to match the sidewalk.
'iroming note it needs."
Miss West Makes these sugges- the s- ten on the first floor a Paint gables a different color only
brighi
olor
match
to
door
tlie
when
the house is large and it is
tions about using accent color on
and to int second -door Shutters desired to de-emphasize vertical
'-apecific parts of a house:
Doorse-Front and back doors the Ian color as the body of the lines.
vie
..,4••
'are focal points of interest. Both house. •
Miscellaneous areas such ea a
Trim-frlm alog eaves, doors, trellis, tally columns or plant
should be colorful. White esn't
in blaring COLOI
good color for doors because it is windows, soffits, (liner boards, boxes are good spots for accent
dir
to keep clean. particularly skirt bar! and *facia boards colors, Mass West adds.
itL;c1
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a big league ball club, the plant
ensolidation of the Murray ledger. The Calioway Times. and MI
there May get the bag plum. Clark
New
York.
Sept.
25
UP'
-BaseIlines-Herald. October 211 HD& and the Wein :.entueklan, Januar,
Griffiths of Washington, who ortam n games. Belfry ,at Wayland.:
By RICHARD COLEMAN
ball Commiesiciner Ford Frick said iginally protested
against Balti13. 1941
United Freels Sports Writer • Jenkins at Fleming and Elkhorn.
today be expected the American' more said this wet!. he would not
Louisville, i.UP,i-e-Two of East- City at Prestonsburg. a
League to make g definite announ- vote against it.
JAMES C W11.4.1AMS. PUBLISHER
In the big Western Conference
Rentueky's finest hash school
on!
cement next Sunday about whale
Arthur Ehlers. general manager
Owensboro Senior tries' lo stop
collide
in
an
out-of-conferteams
they
Intend
to
switch
the
St.
Lout(
of the Athlete's, said persu.sally he
Is reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Edam.
ence duel, and four teams fight powerful Madisonville. at OwensBrowns franchise next year.
thought Toronto would be -0 morc
w Public Voice items bnicb in our opinion are not for the best intermit
aor
leadership -of the Nsictherit' and 'Loki:- Murray travels to Mayfield:
site. If Baltimore were
visits
4 obi. readers
Catholic
-or course, it is strictly ah Am- logical
Conferences tnis and Owensboro
oVerreja Central Kentucky
would
be
an
chosen
there
erican League proposition and I
Bowling Green.
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and
television
of
THE ICE:4TUCIET TRESS ASSOCIATION
won't even attend the meeting,"
it's the first really anaportant
Three South Central C.aiference
4ATIONAL REPSESLIirTATIV ES
WALLACE WITMER CG.. 13M1
Frick said. "Silt I understand they ing and both the Athletias cod weekend of the young prep seahaee tort Knox t Bardsofficials
in
the
past,
have
Senators
New
York;
157
N.
IlielUsen
Monroe, ilearptua, Tenn, MO Part Ave.
will have an announceabf decisioo
earl with big games in.evcry sec- town, Springfield at Elizabethtown
thought
they
such
a
said
conceneve_
nieago, SO Solyston St., Bost.
at the conclusion of the meeting.
tion.
and St. Joseph's at St. Charles.
Just what it will be I wouldn't tration of franchises in a Jimited
WilliamAction starts pit with a bang toElsewhere ferinorrow,,
area
would
hurt
attendance.
..,
at the -Foci Oe. Murray, Kecour.ky, to tranonlasion as
have any way at knowing. But I
night. Only two 'games art book- son, W. Va., is at Pikeville, flew
Reseal CUM Magee
By JACK ileCDD1
Rocky gave Thursday night to the think we're in for some interestDevelopments on the Pacn- ed but both are important.
Albany. Ind., visits St. Xavier at
Elated tress. Sports Writer
New Yorker who had given the ing news."
The Whitesburg Yellow Jaskela Louisville; Male meets Louisville
Coast this week, which revealed
11•54:1UPTION *ATEk ay tamer In Murray. per west US
New York, UP. Rocks Marcia- champion the closest fight of his
that the Pacific Coast League was and the amazing Cumberland Red- Atherton; and a gaud Frankfort
4ealb 1.5c IL Calloway and adjoining eounUaa. Per 'sm. PL1S; Maw no, the ass kward
American League club owners
but awesorr,e /lamer back on March 24. 1950. By
near bankruptcy. again 'Tut Los skins play on the Benham High team pains Irvine-, at ravine.
yeses. mak
heavyweight champion whose ex- the scanty margin of three points, officially have kept mum on where
ata waj
Angeles and San Franca() into field, in a tolt between tha Eastern, Intersectional highlights are Laplosive fists pulverized Roland La- Rocky won a disputed split 10- they lb/0 the, distressed, lastthe forefront as big league sites- Kentucky .aaraunt* „ ciatifonioe fayette at Highlands; Memphis
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Starza Thursday night, began look- riouhntd, decision over Rolapd that place Browns will go but informalperhaps even by next season leader and the runiwaY Iced!". of Tech, at Tilghman, Saturday; and
ly they have discussed the pros
night.
foraeanother challenger 14:
05or.
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(
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the woman. Margaret Mae..
ing,
al
profession
J1k.
West,
Beatrice
hospital
a
to
gO. W:1% admitted
color consultant, applies those
with what was believed to be acterms to the secent color used in
brrne.
•
of
exterior decoration
ute appendicitis
nodes Coronet V I 4 door Sedan
She says that an accent coin—
An X-ray showed she hed NIA-alshutfor example, brightly colorring
the
lowed
a
gives
—
lers'or a window box
lift to what might Otherwise be
Your present car is 'worth more—right now!—:in
an uninteresting colof scheme
Writing in American Roofer
trade on this big new dependable Dodge.
_
u lions
magazine, Miss West
And Dodge offers you the widest choice of
against choosing an accent colvr
at
'first and then etyling the rest
Selection
autotpadc drives—at lowest coat of any car!
the exterior around it
Saturday
follow`
and
Friday
should
color
accent
of an
Now is the time to become the owner of the great
selection of roofing and siding
trelors, she advises.
Action ,Car that topped all 8's in the famous
from
"Good color -styling begins
./1
cossult•
yes
Mobilltas Economy Run, set new official AAA perthe roof down," the color recom•
ant explains. "I always
formance records over the "Measured Mile," won
Front door and window box are good spots for accent color,
because of
mend asphalt 'shingles
V-EIGHT OR SIX
split•level house. Color consultant
popular
blended
the
In
here
as
shown
of
variety
victory after victory in important stock car races.
!the wide
made Iseatrlee West says an effective color scheme for this house would
are
they
which
in
colors
year.
the
of
buy
the
s
year—it'
the
pastel
and
of
car
sidewalls
light blue
a
It's the
if the asphalt roof is are Pght be dark elate-blend asphalt. shingle roof,
and daffodil yellow accent.
green and the sidewalls
in arid find out today.
Come
may trim,
door
yellow
_
light
'green, a
for
be
centrast.
accent
used
never
should
the
enough
in
nand and Usti°.
children
islVe
If there are small
Ten. in 1.4edaiiion Theefre E•ere WIno1 on CIS.TV. See TV fags for
if the roof
I color Match the color of the sidSunday and Monday
I, -On the other hand,dal Is green, house.
the
siding
of
a
tone
use
prid sidcwalls are a brighter yet- ' Seueters — Shutters are ideal ing or
dependable used cars.
the door will need a
ritgc.s to use accent color in con- color,
Come see us for a wonderful selection of
coral color— trast to sidewalk. For a tall, boxy
Gables—On a small house, paint
' low—or per haps a
welhouse, Miss Weet's idea is to paint gable ends to match the sidewalk.
'510 give a house the colorful
ii
on the first floor a Paint gables a different color only
coming note it needs."
sugges- the Eistters to match the door when the house is large and it is
these
Makes
West
color
bright
e Miss
on
color
ize vertical
lions about using accent
end to paint second -floor !butte's desired to de-emphas
specific parts of a house: doors the san*cOlor as the body og the lines.
back
such its a
areas
eous
and
Miscellan
ont
mai
Doori—n
house.
in biasing COLO.
interest. Both
oILI
t sct:
p
bre focal points of White itn't a
Tfirn-drfirll alopg eaves, doors, trellis lally colsurroitns
for
boards, boxes are good
Lerner
Soffits,
should be colorful.
because it is
lood color for doors particularly ski t boards Sort 'facia boards colors, Miss West adds.
•••••
,rd to keep clean.

Fun To Watch Couples Look
Over Model Homes This Week

DISCUSS INDIA'S U.N. STATUS

Is Impor n
I Football

SUNDAY SCHOOL;
LESSON

tarn games. Belfry eat Wayland.:
• Jenkins at Fleming and Elkhorn
ist- City at Prestonsburg.
In the big Weetern Conference,
uot
Cr- Owensboro Senior trie( to stop
powerful Madisenville. at Owensad leerm. Murray travels to Mayfield:
visits
Catholic
and Owensboro
Bowling Green.
ant
Three Sufi Central Cenference
es= games have tort Knox ..t Bardsec- town, Springfield at Elizabethlowu
and St. Joseph's at St. Charles.
WilliamElsewhere toinorrow„
ek- S011. W. Va.. is ae Pikeville, blew
Albany. Ind.. visits St. Xavier at
ets Louisville: Male meets Louisville
ed- Athertua; and a good Frankfort
ieh team pl ins Irvine, at !vine.
ern, Intersectional highlights are Laace fayette at Highlands; Memphis
of Tech, at Tilghman, Saturday; and
not' Somerset at Newport. Dcfericting
champion, Lynch. still unbeaten
am but overshadowed by Cumberland
un- in the Cumberlanii Valley loop,
not goes out of ,'inference to play
Hazard at Hazard.
the
Itit.!
TURKEY DAY
'
a
.4:10.
Duluth. Minn. iliPi—Wediresde
,air. is "Turkey Day- at thi:
0.12 "turkey capitol. of th
However, the main
cvlebratiareil dinner menu v... L./
Ties pancakes, officials announced.
Die
the
up
her
-orLen.
on
ivt'his
es

every month
/ for life!
2
Isseele• e cheek hi the mail reef,
meet% for life, when you retire,
By starting nor, the cost of old
SQl Seturay is far kis than rimed
respect. Get fell details (boat tee

•
WAYNE WILSON
State Farm Agent
Peoples Bank Bldg.
Phones
321 Office
689-R4 Home
STATE FARM LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
IILOCIIINGTON. ILLINOIS

egler dealer NOW!

dimly heaters

RADIO!

1

Lakeview Drive-In

Mrs. Ernest Jones
--(Continued

Murray Washingette

A good place to do your laundry

South Fifth Street
Across from Highway Department

Trade Now!
Save!

POLISH U.N. AIDE FLEES REDS

Store Ion, Geare•reed Sateen
Plan today! Coll or come Ill.

limn

Home Accent Color Adds Gay Touch

ammumm.
95 Drive In

dependable

ODGE

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

r

301 South Fourth St.

Phone 1000
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WOMEN'S PAGE

Things The Writer
Thought That She
Never Would See

Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 55 or 1150-M

By ELIZABETH TOOMEY

Staff

•••••••IMMI,

Trousdale And J. N. Williams Chapter Of UDC
Meets
Mrs. Juno Wilson
At Home Of Mrs. W.P. Robe ts Wed.
J. N. Williams chapter of Padgett
Honored By .1.C.E. theTheUnited
. wPh was very beautiful.
Daught

PERSONALS

4

FIERY

DIAMONDS

Luxury at low

cost.
it• autifuliy ,t,ic.sIg ned pair
uf 14k gold, matching
edding ring is set with
select q uality diaMot:

9
$ 65.00
Bridal Pair

TODAY
and SAT.

liquor stare

living
Let

Murray's oisrest

Airlene
Gas
Company

Awls iktuccisLiwie
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* Parker Jewelry Pleases
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•
" 400
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Reverence — Sincerity — Dignity,
Economy
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HENRY WARD BEECHER

"His mother was his counselloa"

41,0NN

2 Citron.: 2121_
Said Beecher, in a mother'i
heart,.. A school exists where
children start. .. To learn the
facts of life and know ... The
pathways where their feet
I
tityau Id go
So, Mother,
2IS•
1
se this day and see ... It'
this resilbasii;114
Ampresses you. Do you
prepare ... Resolved to give the thought an'.
care .. . To shape a life and guide a soul . .
And teach your child the Christian goal?
JULIEN C. BYER

THE CENTRAL FIGURE In a beautiful, stained glass window
behind the
altar of the Gras, Austrta. Roman Catholic church
Is Christ
The window was photographed recently with
a telescopic lens.
Tao other Ogures (right), Invisible to the
naked eye, are visible
In the photo. Leering at the Crucifix are
the images of Adolf (der
Fuchrer) kLUer and Benito (ll Duce)
Mussolini.
-15

ii

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home

on the

cross.

.1

3rd

Ronald W. Churchill, Owner
"The House of Service Suite 1e46"
and Maple Sts.
Phone
Murray, Ky.

IPS

flew word for
CITAWAY

"Hello. Helen. this is Jim. Smoke
coming into the living room at 5
u'clock from the kitchen
Think
the dinner is burning user."
"Hello. Jim, this Helen.
Yeu
oig oaf, repeat oef. get out there
and turn off the stove. I'm in the
bath tub. Over and out.The front door bell rings. A
voice comes (runs a metallic
box
beside the door.
" Who is insert."
"Hello. madame. This is
Your
trunk brush !talesman. Are you"
Inside the house the vaice stops
abialtar, JS the head of the fano
flicks a switch.
I
The conversation& may be imaginary, but the ponibility.of room
to-room communications, is real.
An'
number of new
homes are being wired for sound
One man had i speaker put in
his bathroom so he could relax
in the tub and dictate lettere to
• his secretary in the adjoining room
A young mother used the front
door
sitter,
pick up
of her
young child playing in the atera
while she %caked in the kitchen'
"We fuel any new house that
• Oats from 116.000 and up is a pctennal market." said L. H Bogen,
sellbmgeseallWeeltre:--Piregidefff•93Y
father's electronic equipment manCfacturing company. "The cost sf
the average installation is
net
-about $300, but the smail
sysner just wouldn't have:
h need fir
His commis,: has sold 6.000 home,
eummuneephone systems in the
past two year's; Fair :some reason,
Bogen Said. USi far West and
the
Southwest are • the best
One California builder is installi
ng
the Inter-corn system in each
of
.5 houses in- a" new develop
inent
stations. about sixBy-taaht •theaese be Ines ate mount:
ed flush against the -wal'.
Be
, tussling the dial to various
room
. numbers you'can talk to
or lieten
, iii on conversation in
those rooms,
•

Airlene gas does so much
to modernize your
—yet costs so little?
us quote you prices. Remember: we deliver anywhere.

Rings

Parker's Jewelry,

you

connection
holdup

Airlene Gas Is
Thrifty Heat

Coma 'steed oral Rciaiste•• it
fee sus tar ihse 100 '•

Ir--

1

Friendly Finance

•PJP

.,
Vlo.4.pi ,. • _ . fietlilPk Fo• SU liS!
yrtcarved

Diamond

Furyear Couple To
()bserve .4 nniversary
.•Sund
• ..- ay Afternoon ,r
"11Friiirl Slfis7
Home Of Future Has.
Featured Room-to.
Room Speakers _
Wayne

LOANS

e

.....,

* PJP

Since 1895

Brownie Troop has
Meeting .4t Cabin

.-rimraiscuien

sPJP

GROTESQUE SENSE OF HUMOR

attended a

cabin

These

won

Social Calendar

r ...is

stocking company is reportedly
working on a way to trim nylons
with mink. Sounds pretty fantastic, but so do a lot uf other
things they're manufacturing for
women -these days.

Pearl-studded bathing cap. The
designers who nipde the first model are still experimenting. The
pearls turned out to maks the cap
too heavy for pleasant swimming.
but they haven't given up yet.
Min -stopped stoo/ing.

tor

Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love and
ers of the Con- A colorful ouquet of red carnas
Mrs. Halley Carter attended the
federacy held its September meettions with a background of red Photographic
Lighting School at
ing In the home of Mrs. W P.
white and blue candies further the DeSoto
Hotel in St. Louis, Mo.,
Roberts on Wednesday afternoon
carried out the color scheme.
Wednesday.
Conducting
at two-thirty o'clock. Mrs. W.
the
Z.
The dining table was overlaid school werejwo nationa
lly known
Carter was the cohattess.
with a lace cloth and centered with photographers,
Les TOW pt•ett of
Mrai R. T. Wells (mooed the
a
bouquet of chrysanthemums South Bend. Ind.,
and Tony Wichmeeting a ith a prayer. The salut• Miss Mattie Trousda
flanked
by
silver
candles. Mrs. ers of Topeka, Kansas.
ad Mrs.
J una Wil. reline- teachers. es to the flags were led by the Fred Gingles presided at the tea
• • ...
chairman. 'airs. W.' P. Roberts.
were recognized and
service. Tea, dainty sandwichessato:tentMr. and Mrs. R. L. Wade reThe program planned for the
ed fur their faithful
and
cookies
were served to the turned home Wednesday
:vice and year
after a
will give interestme phases following:
work
as elementer
teachers
six weeks' stay with their daughThey will be great1:. sossed. but of southern persoifality including
Mrs. Henry Elhoti•. Mit. E. S. ter, Mrs.
James R. Vaughn and
never forgotten.- as s the presi- things of interest to southerners Ferguson, Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs. family
of Pontiac, Mien. The
and southern music. The sii,ptern•
dent as she present* ealt of
E
A Lassittlis Mrs. David McCon- Vaughns are the
the
parents of a baby
ladles with a corsage f pink roses bar program proved very inter- nell, Mrs. W. P. Roberts and Mrs.
daughter,: Beth Elaine. They have
, The guests. W. 13 Moser. prin- esting with the historian giving R. T Wells. members: Mrs Ray
three other children-Thomas, Ruth
the highlights of the biographies Kern
cipal of the Murras High
and
Mrs. Roy
Farmer, Ann and Wanda Sue. Mr. and
School. of the general
officers of the State guests.
and Mr. Edward t ad. princip
al L DL
Mrs. Wade resided on West Mai
Of New
a a •
niso
w Caive
lcome
callo
paw vt...ci
aiss
and III it associated With
Announcernent was made that the
the Wilson Insurance and Real
state convention will be held
The ACE is gla. to have
at
Estate Agency.
Mrs
Carrolton with the ,Tom Barrett
afaunune Cbenow.
• ••
Golda
chapter as host on October 21.
Waters ang
H. Taylor
22
and
as new members.
23
The national president
J Matt Sparkman. MSC dean et
Friday. bemember
The Training S
The Shlluh Homemakers Club students and Huron Jeffrey. supElementary will attend. Mrs. Ws, Sw arm
teachers were boa - to a tea
which and Mrs. .1 D Petersen v.ere ele- will meet with Mrs. Jun Burkeen erintendent of Calloway county
was held followsng the
schools,
meeting of the
business cted. as delegates Alternates elec- at one o'clock.
session. The tal,e was
•••
Kentucky Association of College
decorated ted were Mrs. Fred Gingles and
with a lace cloth and'a
Secondary and Elementary School,
Saturday, Sepetuber 21
large ar- Mrs. E. S. Ferguson.
rangement of bete hybrid tea
The Alpha Department of the at Lexington last Saturday.
roses
Decorations in the lising room Murray W nmans
• ••
Mrs. Chenowetb ecrved
Club •ill have
aa...sted by include
d a blue container holding a dinner meeting
:afro Reynolds and
at the club
Miss Lottye
yellow chrysanthemums.
Sutter. Thirty- ne member
house at six o'clock. Each mems were
During the social hour. Mrs.
• present.
Roy ber will pay for her own plate..
Farmer very beautifully
The next mo ong will be
played If unable to attend, call Miss Nelheld "Southe
rn Airs" on the piano.
/.ovember 16
lie Mae Wyman by Thursday;
seven (i'clock ir
•Troop fifteen of the Brownie
The dining room was* attracti
•
the evening se. the home of
ve- otherwise you will be counted.
Mrs. ly decorat
Scouts held its first meeting of the
ed in the confederacy
Holmes Ellis.
•••
fall on Tuesday at the Giil Scout
theme with the flags being
'• •
Monday. September U
placed
at vantage points. In
Cabin in the city nark.
MORAL:sEtOasT al.tKE
the room
The Protemus Homemakers Clu'a
Mothers were invited to attend
was a large flag Fade by
AUCTION B/U IN FUN
former will meet with Mrs. C.. e, WeathUDC members, now decease
this meeting arid- Plana for • the
Dallas, Tex. UP -Charles
d. Mrs. erford at one-thirty o'clock.
Darn- Dixie
year were discussed. Patsy ShirRobinson and M -s. Dona
.
•••
a reported for the Dallas
ley was selected as scribe for th.,
Dully Times Herald. feutid himself
Tuesday; September 29
troop.
tht owner of a
The Lydian Class of the First
an 'fie pineThe mother's committee for the
tr .a mereliS30 and he didn't
Baptist Church will meet -with
troop is composed of Mrs. Herbert
know what ta• do with it.
Mrs. R. L. Ward at seven-thirty
s
Dunn, Mrs. Dick Sykes. Allts Coda
Da:reran ''kingly bid 130 on
o'clock. .Gioup three will be in
s.
Calawell. Mrs. Wayne Williams
cha_ge of __the Arrangements- .
:eree-room_h2 s
_ and.
slieelter-Sestort
Evelyn Williams is a new SireOlit
Parfer"irriMpsEn
sia• airily bidder.
we in the local troop. SI:e Nusteed
If I just had S3.006 to fix who make their home om•Route
Ito Murray from Cadiz.
,Three. Puryear. will - celebrate
•
.• said
Leaders of the troop are Mrs
:Sea- Golden Wedding Anniversary
William E. Williams and
asnday. September, 27.
Mrs
Duran.
Open House will be held be•
•
•
• seen the hours of one and four
By ELIZABETH TOOMEY
.
New York :UP.-Scene, home o'
the afternoon and all friends
Fresno Calif.
- William
: the „ouple are asked to regard the future. The first voice
K. Hodge. 46. of Fresno. stopped
hear IS mother. who speaks iii an
this as aq invitation to attend.
at a West Fresno police precinct
Assisting in the entertaining upstairs bedroom, although she's
station " just to rest" and promptwill be the couple s only daughter, really in the kitchen.
ly was locked up. Pollee discovsHello. Jeimor . . hello, Junior.
Mrs. J. V. Hill.
ered Hodge s car was one sought
Both Mr. and Mrs. Thompson This .is _Mother. How many times
In
with a
are natives of Henry County and have- I told you to get down here
506 West Main
in East Fresno about two
have spent their entire lives there. and mow the lawn? Repeat, mow
Phone 1180
hours earlier.
He is still actively engaged in far- the lawn. Over
MURRAY, KY.
"Hello, mother, this is Junior. I
r•: g,
Mrs Thom p-on 'a,,' the
hear you loud and clear. Rodger
•-r M.,CelAe
wilco and out."
The Calloway County Lesinch of
the Association of Childhood Education met for its first meeting
this year On Monday at the Murray Training School issolfi Mrs.
Mavis McCamish, pre,,eent, pre-.

•••••••

to hold a watch. 'This was suggested for lady executives or club
committee members as a way of
guaranteeing prompt arrivals. A
round watch snaps into an outer
pocket on a satchel type leather
purse. _

vet slippers were

United Press
Correspondent
New York (UP)-Things I never
thought I'd see:
Pens that
with perfumed
ink. These are the braint‘hildren
of Frank Feldinarr, a pen maker
in Nassau. N. Y., typo decided
girls should have an easy way )0
write scented notes to then sweetPurses
built-in
beacons.
hearts. The ball point pens, which
For a considerable price, a woman
will sell for under a dollar, are
can buy a purse imported from
filled with rose-scented ink same
the Netherlands with a double
color as regular ink.
light switch. One button on the
Bedroom slippers with rhinecatch turns On a bulb that shines
stones en the blatoins of the soles.
through a latticework in the side
These were modelled at a fashion
Qt the.. purse so you could read
show and the results surprised the
your theater program without opslipper people mute than the audening the purse. Another button
ience.
switches on a light inside under a
"They were meant as just a
makeup mirror. This light 'soca
show mete," said Mrs. Dorothy
off automatically when the purs.
Brooks Tarnoff. stylist for Ootn- is
shut.
phies, Inc. -So many people have
A purse with an outside pocket

write
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are '
a itIWO1r-for fall. A southern

been calling to buy them we maar
have to make them after all."
The soles of the turquoise velsolidly studded
with rhinestones. The idea being
that when a girl puts her feet up
on the hassock at home, they
would attract fascinated stares.
But the rhinestones also would
slide and scratch bate flours and
snag on rugs. If they can overceme the latter drawbacks, there'll be rhinestones undeiloot
fall.

A is,1933Betic4 Saps.R;rietia
,'ire t bed Cocci,illoutrated.
mos& d iSit'S[OA,

increasing

I.

microphone as a suit ,of baby
to
sounds

aisweem.....ssaroanros------soaseraeseassa

v---.10O

imieemess

VARSITY

-

TODAY
and SAT.

GEORGE MONTGOMERY
TAB HUNTER

W

.11 get right to the point.

The comments we've been getting from

And the rea-Ain is—this fully automatic
transmission is, in itself, terrific.
has a new, firm, solid -take-hold"giN,cs you instant getaway response.

It

It has new quiet — you can barely hear
the acceleration build-up.
It has unique and utter simplicity of
operation. You just move your Selector
intobrive range.,press the pedal,and go.
Thai's all.

The iLontrol

• •

_
Tlie WAGON
AG.ljNA BEACH.' Calif. le
lice believe Je.
Lee Hendricks
511, has good reason to go
'tea the
lwaann' .-•
: Hendricks, a (ran sient
who was
, jailed for drunker:es& wen:
to
aleem in an orat.g.• is ne.•••• V. i••1,ii
• day and awikeined
fin 1 he n.j .
been buried be a disking • ..s.

a
Yob move from standstill to your leittl
speed in one progressive build-up of

TWIN-41411W DYNAII.0%.*• mort :ITERINGE,
POWER IIRAirrEs• • EIRJAMED muur:•: DOLLAR
RIDE
•
•
_courisitirigrwfairrot•EwOrtite
TILT AWAY SLOE ewer FRONT SZe
e: •'

many taisrtiorkThsiare-Protintrt-----Wert-vr

Twin-Turne Dynaflow arc terrific.

markets. •

IN

WORLDS ONLY CAR wid ad disse fiebriesi
51 YLItt'CAL-VALVE FIREBALL ENC;INE
Eloodliaois
CrtinAliC clOrn Anal,
I Owl Sm.'

C\

But the sweetsst thing of all about
Dynailow is its smoothness

'• sf•aada-d

notiffmfger, stfr,ffg,

f•Rff,

feel a constant "carry" of forward
minion, unbroken in any way—because
flare no gearshifting takes place, either
manually or automatically.
Even your deceleration is infinitely
smooth and gradual, with the cushioned
control of flowing oil slowing down.

/MILTON BERLE stana Co. swat
alfiCi-atall SNOW
TV
ts•sies •ventngt Also, •rery SON,
cloy, tone is the TV Football Gonne
ol the Week -e "Gm" Key I.e.'

Wou4In't you like to -sample this wonderftil new getaway and pleasant quiet
and-immaculate smoothness?

(Sri MS

50
,
0

i
t

WHEN SETTER AUTOF•OBitES Alt BUILT
WICK WILL BUILD WM

Obi

We'll be glad to scat you at the wheel
of a new 1953 Buick with Twin-Turbine
Dynaflow—and let the thrills come
where they may. Drop in soon, won't

°Met„leyst,.•*Aseci•kii•

,5s0.

cusidai cof Rift;CI
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sugclub
ey of
1.
A
outer
!ether

ru•nr-•11
are a
mor for fall. A Boni eiet
stocking company is leportedly
working on a way to than nylons
with mink. Sounds pretty Iantrestle, but so do a lot of other
things they're nuenutacturing ler :
women •theae days.

The
modThe
e cap
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•
Buffalo, IC. Y. tUP-As a bey,
he used to get bawled - out for
making mud pies: now he gets
paid for it.
e

molten steel info ingot molds.
"Here's Mud 4n your eye." Otto
tells kis co-workers, at the Electro
licfractuties & ,Abrasive plant as
he puts praphite, fire clay end
other raw materials into a mixer.
What comes out is a mucilike
terial the consistency of modelin
g
clay.

HOW BETTER TO END A VACATION?

Airlene Gas Is
Thrifty Heat
Airlene gas does so much
to modernize your living
-yet costs so little! Let
us quote you prices. Re-

member: we

deliver any-

where.

Airlene
Gas
Company

SCS

IDkNTIFICATION NEEDED
VENTURA. Calif. 6P-Raymonct
Harris had a special "identif
ication" card today stating he hi
not
the man soml people may think
he is.
The sheriff's office decided
to
issue the card after a postal clerk
saw Harris staring at a "•vantec
tposter and reported to police
he
bad seen a murder suspect "looking at his own picture in the
post
office."'
---------

FOR
SALE-OLD FASHIONED
pit bar-b-que. By the pound
cr•
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Sunday's Church Services
Murray Churtle of Ce
7th & Poplar Phone Mil
WUliam D Modearis Minister
Kegular Program:
Sunday: Bible Study berms 9-41.
Preaching, 10 40 a m. ar.d 7.30 p.m.
Monday. Ceilege students, tame
raent, Library Building 7 p. m
Tuesdey: Women s Bele Class at
church, 2 p m.•
Spiritual Guidance recite, daily
Monday through enday 12:30 4
12:45.
College Presilytere,n Church
1601 Main Street
Rev Orval Austin, Minister
t7huech School
9:40
Morning Worship
10.50
Subject. -Beyond Evil'
P.Y F.
- 410
Westnenister Fellowship ... 6:30
Wed Prayer Service
7:30 p in.
_Visitors_ -littalcuuse

Kentucky Photo News

Tuesday
300 p.m.
H L. Hardy Jr. chapter et R. AS
meets at 1302 Poplar St
Wednesday
3:00 p.m.
Sunbeam mind meets at churct.
teachers & orticers meeeng 7700
G. A.'s meeting at the church 3:00
Prayer, Praise and
i'elle wsh ip
Service
Wed
:30 o in

Elm Gwee Baptist Church
Rev. Leonard .21,1;. Parrhir
Sunday School
10 a in
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Training Union
6 pm
Prayer and Bible Study Wednes.
day
. 700 pm
Wometee Missionary -ten ice First
Wednesday each month 7.00 pm
Sunbeam Band, Girl's Auxiliary
and Royal Amabssedors meet

Kirksey Baptist Church
Half-Mee West of Kirksey
Chestnut Street Tabernacle
at
7-00 p n,
Rev. William McKinney, Pastor
at chi rch each Fourth Sundae
Phone 1029-11
Otis Jones. Pastor
School
10 am. Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morale( Worship
11 a.m. Morning Worship
11.00 a.m
Satui day P.eY. P. A.. — 7:45 p. ti
Evening Worship
7:06 p.m.
Preaching each First and Third
Tha First Christian Chum!
,
Sunday.
,1l1 N. rirth St
Rarrywood Gray, Pastor
Church Scnool
9:30 The Church of God of Prophecy
South 8th and Story Ave
leeenjei Worship
.105.0
Just one block south of sycamore
Subject' -The Recovery of Fene
Street.
Ted Rampey, Pastor
Evening' Worship
7.30
Sunday School
1000 a. m.
Subject -Overcoming Feer."
Morning Worship e1-- 11,00 a. m.
7 45 p. in.
Evening Worship
The First Methodist Church
Wed. Evening WOrship 7,45 p. m
Fifth and Maple St
We welcome everyone
Paul T Lyles. Pastor

The one-room school, above, Is typical of the many narrating throneout the Coreiriceiweiffh."The state Department of F.ducatIon recently
announced distribution of 113,573.000 in an equalization fund which
am benefit poorer sehool dietriet%

sunday

Sunday School
9.45
College Chuoh of Christ
Woresic 10:50 tee
104 N. 15th Street
&abject
The Single EN t
*file,
/ Emma/item: Veeriere
vele Ernest Clevenger. Jr. Minister
... 9.45
'herein Service. 7:30 Subject: Sunday --Bible Study
10'40
Subject "Take What You . Want lforeing Worship
Subjects: A. M. "The G.4.1 ,
f the
lieed Pay For It
• 5th Sparrow"
Evening Weatship
7:00
The 'Ira Mspttd cenureh
P M 'The Mission of etie..Church"
S Foerth St
Monday College Class _700 p.m
Dr H C
Pastor
9- I0 Wednesday Service — _ 7 00 p m
Church School
10-50 a m
doming Worship
Dr al !rshall Craig. Speaker
Oak Grose Baptist Church
T'ratning Union
0:45
3 miles West of Hazel
Evening Worship
Robert Clark, Pastor
7 30
Sunday School
10:00 am
Dr Marshall Craig. Speaker
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m. I
rceientng Worship
7:30 pm.
Memorial Baptist Church
Prayer Service!,
pm
Vain Street at arra!)
Evening Worship
8 00 p m
S K. Byier. Pastor
Sunday School
9-30 a. in
Morning Worship
10.50 am Sinking Springs n. pen Church
1Raiph McConnell, Pastor
Rev 0 J Quick. Guest Speaker
10 OC
Baptist Trajeing Union 6 15 p.m. Sunday School
Morring Worship
11:00
Evangelistic Hour
7:45 p
7.00
Rev 0 J Quick. Guest Speak,- Baptist Training Union
Evening Warship
8 pm
Prayer Meeting Wed. at
7:3b pm

The annual Boone Fes- 1
Heal will be held this 4
year at Barbours We on
October 16-17. Daniel
Beane, left, • distant
Maine of the Kentucky explorer. serenely salted Barbourville and the Dr.
Thema* Walker State
Pare. Here he is shown
near the eaten,•replica
of the one constructed
by Walker.

, Hodges has collected 31 homers,
driven in 120 runs and walloped
the hall at a 303 clfp (hiring the
,
s..,
regular season. Both are eager to
atiMe for poor showings ire last
year's selies with the Yankees—
Forint) having hit only 200 while
Hodges set an all-time series mark
for futility when he failed to hit
safely in 21 appearances.
Manager -Casey Stengel of the
York
(UPI—Outfielder
New
Yankees. meanwhile, indicated that
Carl Emilio and first baseman Gil h
ist-clinching rest
chanwi,pi
asone
petiod
'z
sn d
Hodges, key sluggers in Brooklyn's
with the anmodern
version of "Murderers* nouncement that
regulars
the
Row" were declared "definitely would take over for the tipperfit" to be in the staiting lineup berth kids beginning with today's
the Dodgers meet thr New
wits The
York Yankees in the first bme of s,
nTer- in Roston
e Red
the World Series.
"We haven't been playing good."

Furillo,Hodges
Will Be Ready
.
For Series

Manager Charley Dressen, still
chipper after scouting the. fourtime world champion Yankees. announced that Fulani) wculd return to action when the Dodgers
meet the Philadelphia Phillies in
their final series of the season beginning next Friday.
And Hodges himself Imezhed off
speculation that he might miss the
big series when he insisted he
• "could play today if necessary."

Hope Public
Will Increase
Interest

Such 4argets" were concentrated mainly in 'the industrial northeast and upper
Washington, D. C., was listed In
the "t‘ritieal target" cater°, y "because of its importance as the nation's capital."
•

Read the Claszified Ads
•.•

UPI- --Officials exWashington
pressed hope today that public
interest in civil defense will increase from publication (ii a list
atom
Russian
- 193 probable
bomb "target areas" in the United
States.
A civil defense staokesman said!
a major purpose of making public I
the hitherto secret' list was to spur'
civilian's to VOliihteer as 'air raid
wOrkerk, and
rescue
wardens,
ground obs.avers to spot low-flying
enemy warplanes.
He said that it was only a coincidence ilia the publication follow&I so closely after the first
Russian hydmgen-bomb explosion
last month. He said the list had
beeno in the work§ for several
months and was in line with adwe purchase necessary
nUnistration policy of making pub.,417crIlt
1
1
.1
lic more! atomic information.
The target areas comprised all
U. S. urban cent-Yrs containing at
least one city of 50.000 -or more
capitals of
the
population and
states, teiritimes and possessions.
Of these. 70 were listed as "critWOE STOR
ical target areas" because of their
industries. The "Critical" clasifiMurray, Kentue
cation was given to all areas with
Glenn C. Wooden, Owner
40.000 or more manufacturing employes.

come in and get your

RE

1953

Steogel commented. "We gotta get
back in the groove before we meet
those guys."
With the two flag winners pre,
occupied with preparing for the
series, the main interest for the
moment centered around the Milwaukee Braves' attempt to establisF!
a _new National League attendance
•
record.
The Braves began a three-game
series with the Cincinnati Redlegs
needing only 49,623 paid iichnissiens
Furillo suffered a broken metato eclipse the record of 1.807326
carpal bone in his left hand duradmissions set by the Dodgers in
celebrated
"no-punch"
ing his
1947.
fight with Leo Durocher of the
New York Giants two weeks ago
HOW TO SCRUB elAt4
while Hodges suffered a bruised
left side when he crashed into the
N.Y. del — Scrubright field wall at County Sta,d- ROCHESTER.
t
cling gas sounds about as easy as
ium. Milwaukee, a week ago.
washing grime from the invistble
"Furilloll be ready," the cocky
man. Yet this is a process accompDressen pi edieted. "He'll bat in
lished by the chemical industry
series against
that Philadelphia
today with the -use of .;Crubber
Robin Roberts, Curt Simmons jand columns, according to engineers
probably Bob Miller and don't tell of the Pfaudler Co: Gases and
me that won't' males! him ready vapors can be separated by ire
for those Yankee pitchers."
trodueing liquid at the top at th.!
For
Furillo was less confident than tower. This liquid absorbs ef,Tre- (Listen
more con- sive impurities from the vapor
Dressen but seemed
rerned With recovering his batting mixture
.
eye than worried about her actual
EVERY MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 12:15
condition.
CARLESS DRIVING
"It can take time to get back in
ON WNBS
(UP) —Michael '•
stride aft& a layoff." said Futillo.
Windsor. Ont.
&joint/
who leads the National League Daley faced
a careless
Hear the Rev. Orval Austin
with a 344 batting average. "I'm charge today ,He made an illegal
College Presbyterian Church, with
of
Pastor
vintage
his
1933
pretty sure I'll be able to, play but left-hand turn in
stories of the church
inspiring
came
wheel
front
I don't know how well."
coupe, -the left
Emilio has blasted out ?I hom- off and the car crashed into a
ers and knocked in 93 rims while police patrol wagon.

FAM I

A STORY
„
. TO TELL

ponung

is
use coming of
Fall and cool weather,
Iahlng proapect% will
Improve greatly at
Lake Cumberland and
Kentucky Lake. two of
the states larger bodies
of water. Here Burble
Knight, Hardin, dieerten pound
taken near Kentucky Lake State Park
Boat Dock.
Knight
owed a My rod with a
beg hula popper. e

1:

=
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Hollywood )ess)ovel
Film Shop Presented

Locust Grove Holiness Church
Kuksey. Kentucky
Res' E. T Cox. Pastor
Sunday Scheel
10-00 a m.
00 a m.
Morning Worship
Preaching every 2nd and 4th Sunday
Senday School every Sunday

••
Di
fficulties

By CLEMENT D. JONES
•
Uleited Press Staff Correspondent
inmates
Roltywood 4UPi--The
of California State Priscri at Fol-:
By
_supplied with
"M
Bv J VI K GAYER
were
Lawrence & RiLkrnan
after well
the filming there of
smokes
Walter Wanger's production of United Press eta?! Correspondent
Riot in Cell Block 11 " •
IOU) NMI Pri St4aGeD
NEW YORK, Re—Anyone Who
Gordon.' Allred Artists
44W SOUes141 A efirEp CM
Scot's Grnve Baptist Churcb • Sammy
left for distribution read "1984." the late George Orman,
prep
ow!
DIPErso
North Highway
COutn
novel about- the mentmareish
UV 000 cigarettes. many boxes of
ehetton. Pastor
T
nto%taelhitairnriaagninsetattheatofre(lhixe
to 0, int ; cigars. hundreds of candy bars and
Sunday Schooi
f
-liufteu rien.
creikies
00 • es I certens
Morning Worship
Jackson
had
more than orcliniry
I
Also left behind, in rubbish cans
eel) p
tvening worship
7:30
Problems to pave in produeree
Wednesday Evening P-siyer See— were a large number of guns,
*
vice
7-0111 pm. • (mere rs and plecei of ,gas pipe— It Mr tele,viner*"
4
The simple little metier •'f sex
1 made of rubber—and dozens of
was an obstacle
South Pleasant Grove Method's. 1]ly clubs fashioned !tom feathnovel: Jacksne
"In the
ix balsa wood
Church
3 Miles West of Hazel
These -weapons" were used by plained. "Orwell had his mei and
There
women in sikalar atire. a lort or
H P Blankenship, Pastor
the Hollywood actors and the exChurch School
10 a in Ira players who were recruited overall garment We decided we
Morning Worship
11 a sh from off-duty guards . St (te ;mute certainly couldn't have a mar) arid
woman in a romantic dined while
615 pin and volunteer trusties
MYF
both were wearing pants.
Evening Worship
7:00 a in
"So we compromised a *bale by
2-door Fordomatic
l'we New; Players
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
7:00 pm
Wednesday
-We worked for a month to pre- dressing the women in a mannish:ie.,
8 cylinder
pare the stuff that was destroyed type islcuse. but we put a skirt
Light Gray Finish
St Leres Catholic Church
, in a few heure in those riot Well- of sorts on her
Extra nice
"Of course,. the thing above all
North 12th Street
(1" Gordon said -But that's the
that we had to awed was anything
Mass Each Sunday at 6 30 am
,v :t 7c"in a show like this
and 930 am
G'.. don said the riot scene came fantastic-- ln the science fict I( el
Marts Holy flays
7:011 off very smoothly despite the fart manner—in the way of coetumes,
detrainthat almost half the -conviets" ac• sets and action. Orwell's
Seventh ow, Advent-et
PHONE 485
tuella, %etre inmates and tile rest neer --et things in his imaginary
country was pretty thoraigh anti
"Church in the Wildwood"
reerds oi officers
DeSoto-Plymouth
have lone our best to stick
Fifteenth and Sycamore
'"Sorne of those tubber gas pip,- we
1413 West Main
V A. Chilson, Paster
to it."
or-esf-ihiteghtitt"SteT6617"311PiNeeer7.11113/
had the boys put enough siren
In's
ly wood "tan es" '.ti
•r: ter
Morning Worship S•turday 11 - 30
•
SP,
bellied them, but ever
the 'television field. sail he hid
very careful."
been hoping to' get the Orwell
•
book on the TV screen esier since
pin
Serve*:
,T•30
Tuesday Preeer
it was published wveralt years
Visitors Welcome
aro He rover controlled the proper program on which to do such is
Cumberland
Grove
North Pleasant
ii,ork until he wits hired to rperPresb-segian Church
Superior Ambulance Service
ete the 'faonouni"Studin One" for
criurcrFriendly
"The
Equipped With Oxygen
CBS. "1984" will be his first pro•
'
Pastor
Phelps
Rev. Earl
I
+retiree in that canaeity, next
"THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL'MOW'
Sunday
i Services Every
Monday at 10 6 m. eel I.
a.ne
11-00
Worship
98
Morning
311 N. 4th St, Murray, Ky. Wee
a
• "The first thine everim eateert
pm.
7:00
Worship
Evening
th .kriow." .1Uckson sail,
We Wel•:.,,rne Everyone
we've done about the telescreen.
The Orwell creation that was in
the homes of all hi i totalitarian
*slaves' and by which the masters
of the state could watch reery
move of the occupants and give
them instructions.
"We experimented with fain at
but, oddly enough, ver!
It.
not work not homer raeorol
WE REPAIR . . . Irons. Waffle Irons, Toasters, Percolators, Vacuum
Finally. our technienna ram" rip
with on apparatus that almost
Cleaners, Heaters, Washing Machines, Electric Ranges
rives the impression of beine
living Blithe he it (PIT inasec the
•
live% of the eharaetere. Even when
there Is tin image •pe the -;ereee
You are conseicrue of the Firmer it
holds over the pewee.
'Another, point they want to
knew *heed is what we use for
at 205 SOUTH SEVIENTH STREET
the likeness of 'Big Brothe--'. !he
xt to Noel's Service Station)
clictator. No. v•e are" not mimic a
Phone 1412 '
picture that looks anythine like
L. D. "Mickey" Crosland, owner
Stalin As is matter of fact Orwell'
wasn't Writing about Russia 3t all.

WI

1951 Ford

L&R Motors
Tee—

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

NOW, OPEN FOR BUSINESS!
Crosland Appliance Service

4111111.01.4:7":

response to the accelerator he has ever
steadiness and `roadability and
imagined . .
handling ease that re-move altbut the merest effort

Ile used to stand on the curl) in front of his father:s
house—and watch the Cadillacs sweep majestically
by—carrying !fine ladies and gentlemen- on happy
excursions.

easiest

That's when the dream started in his heart—and
refused to leave.

And,oh, what marvelous comfort! It's like sitting
moving
the easiest chair conceivable—and
in
smoothly and effortlessIT through spate.

Six times, before today, he has signed his name
to an application for a motor car title—and, on
every occasion, he knew it was a compromise.
But not Mil time! tie is taking the keys to a
beautiful 1953 Cadillac—and his 30-year-old dream
is coming true.

-•

e

And what a fulfillment it wil be, as he rolls out
into the highway and takes the longest wa,y home!
First of all; •he'll, get those quick glances of
tell him the dream he dreamed for
,so many years is still in the hearts of others.

approval which

,
And then the car's great performance will begih

to unfold itself.
,
• Silence—almost complete silence—just the soft
sound of the wind slipping by . . . the quickest,

from managing the car.

1,

Andlthen, almost before he knows it, he'll be
home—and in the driveway-7.with the family
rushing out with the final 'voice of confirmation.
Man—this was worth waiting and working for!

•

•

•

And, of course, the years and the miles will addth'eir proof as to the wisdom of his choice: dependability—long life—economy of upkeep and oper#
ation—and unusual resale value.
Yes, there is every practical reason for owning a
Cadillac—as well as every personal one.
Better come in and see us today. It's probably
easier than you think t-ti make your dream of Cadillac
•
ownership come true.

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
Seventh and Main
MURRAY

320 i est Broadway
AYFIELD
•

•

•
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